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The good news is that the yield curve is se ng up exactly like 1980.  The bad news is 

that the yield curve is se ng up exactly like 1980.  That’s why, in my opinion, the FED 

has said again and again that they don’t want to repeat the mistakes of the past.  The 

upside is that the first recession in 1980 was mild in dura on, but most likely that’s be‐

cause the FED abandoned their fight on infla on, which is the mistake they don’t want 

to repeat.  Instead of one recession to correct the infla on problem, we experienced a 

double dip recession. 

 

It’s my view that the FED has the tools and the foresight to tame infla on without crip‐

pling the economy if they learn from the mistakes of 1980.  Does that mean we won’t 

have a recession?  No, but it means the FED will make sure the infla on fire is out be‐

fore they restoke the economy, and we get a clean new runway to take off on. 

 

The FED has been ba ling to drain the excess cash from the system, which creates infla‐

on. But if their ming is just right, they’ll lower rates before the cash is drained below 

what’s required to keep the economy going.  
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With the banking crisis behind us….for now…there appears to be very li le stress in the financial sys‐

tem.  Though one wonders just how many non‐performing commercial loans are on the books at vari‐

ous ins tu ons.  Extend and pretend loans to ghost town office buildings can only con nue for so 

long before they have to be shown as a loss on the balance sheet.  That might create another run on 

banks as they have to sell bonds at a loss to cover the losses in real estate.  

Financial Stress Index - Green 



Though we s ll have a quarter to go, it appears that we have avoided an earnings recession.  The 

holiday shopping season will determine if we finish slightly above or slightly below last years EPS 

number of 218.09. The real key here is to analyze the 2024 number as markets tend to trade 

based on data 6 months from now (forward looking).  With a robust growth of 11% forecasted 

for 2024, there is s ll hope for stocks in the 12‐18 month window.  Though the yield curve would 

say otherwise, typically we see a recession 18‐24 months out from an inversion.   If next year’s 

number holds true, then $244 x 20 = 4880 on the SP 500 index, indica ng a possible 16% upside 

in the index from here.  

In my opinion these es mates will come down as the year rolls on, as we see the excess cash 

drain from the system, as noted in charts like the M2 money supply.  The destruc on of excess 

cash is precisely what the FED wants, but when do they stop?  That is the so  landing conundrum 

you hear about in the news.  When do they lower rates and allow the M2 money supply to grow 

again?  If they keep rates elevated for too long, they risk stalling the economy into a deep reces‐

sion.  
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Labor Market—Green  

This chart and the financial stress index have been resilient and strong for a while despite the “bears” out there 

screaming that a recession is on the way.  So what’s the deal with the charts remaining so bullish?  Typically we 

would see cracks in the system before a recession, with signs such as unemployment rising and defaults crea ng 

financial stress.  This could be another Covid anomaly, where we have seen exaggerated charts from massive 

recalibra on due to the bluntness and speed of the closing and reopening of the economy.  In my opinion the next 

recession may not be preceded by rising unemployment, but a dras c, seemingly overnight, destruc on of the 

employment type chart.  When the excess cash runs dry, if the FED hasn’t lowered rates, certain industries could 

stall out overnight, crea ng widespread unemployment.   There’s a saying, “Stocks take the stairs up, and the 

elevator down.”  I believe the same holds true for unemployment:  The labor market has been slow and steady, but 

if it stalls unemployment might sky rocket quickly. 
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In lation—Yellow + 

The level of infla on has come down greatly, which is a relief; though there is much work to be done to 

reach the FED’s objec ve of 2%.  The slight up ck in the chart is concerning, and if I were to include the 

M2 money supply chart, you would see a corresponding bump‐up there too. Overall, the M2 money 

supply is decreasing, which gives us hope that infla on will con nue to lower over me as excess cash 

is removed from the system.  

 

The FED recently announced that they wouldn’t raise rates, but that they were thinking of keeping 

rates higher for longer.  Which in my opinion is more bark than bite, so to speak.  They can’t project any 

weakness in their fight on infla on.  If the market senses weakness, stocks and infla on might take off 

again before the job is done.  The FED is star ng to realize they can’t raise rates much further without 

breaking the system, so their tac c is to keep rates elevated for longer.  Now begins the game of wait 

and see.  Will the FED lower rates before or a er the economy stalls out?  Hopefully they manage it just 

right a er learning from past mistakes.  One posi ve effect of high rates is that there is plenty of room 

now for s mulus.  If the economy crashes, assuming infla on is lower/fixed from a recession, they can 

lower rates and dras cally s mulate the economy. 

 



In my opinion, these high rates are not sustainable, not because 

they are historically high, but rather because they come on the 

heels of a decade of ultra low rates.  The many financial markets 

that comprise our economic system are not repriced for such a 

sustained level of high rates. With that in mind, my overall take 

on this report is to remain with high quality companies that have 

cash on the balance sheet.   High‐flying growth stocks typically 

require a stabilized environment, a core characteris c being low 

infla on.  
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